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The evolution of video games and e-sports into a standalone industry has been a
clear trend for well over a decade. Much like any other industry, the gaming
vertical requires world-class suppliers, on the hardware side especially, in order
to meet the high-quality expectations of professional participants and enthusiasts
in e-sports alike. Recently, leading middle-market private equity firm Argand
Partners acquired Cherry, a German maker of mechanical keyboard switches that
is considered a gold standard among gaming enthusiasts in the gaming industry.
In the context of the new acquisition, the company is envisioning a bright future
for the manufacturer, including continued expansion within the gaming vertical as
well as its applications aimed at the healthcare and industrial space, according to
Mr. Tariq Osman, partner and cofounder at Argand Partners.

a strategic move guided by the long-term
growth that lies ahead in the global PC
gaming market, as well as the effects of
the pandemic in the acceleration of
digital healthcare.
“Cherry fits our investment strategy
because it is a specialised manufacturer,”
said Mr. Osman. “They are the global
market leader in making mechanical
switches that go into keyboards, and
specifically keyboards for playing video
games.”
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robotics, surveillance, digital signage,
smart retail, human machine interface/
automation, and artificial intelligence.
Additionally, Theobroma provides a
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impressed by the energy, creativity and

software solutions in fields such as

strategic vision that Argand has already
brought to the partnership, and we look
forward to working together to
maximize our strong momentum in
gaming and e-Health.”
In addition to the gaming market, Argand
Partners sees great potential in Cherry’s
healthcare
manufacturer

market

strategy.
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keyboards and pin pads that are used in
the German healthcare market.
“In Germany, every German citizen has a
smart card that has all of their
healthcare records,” said Mr. Osman.
“Understandably there is a concern
about managing the data and keeping it
secure. Cherry has developed keyboards
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